1-1 Personal - Diary copy

Copy of Sarah Van Hoosen Jones Diary - 1909

1-2 Personal - Miscellaneous

Miscellaneous: Display boards, correspondence regarding, copies of material from other institutions.

1-3 Personal - Genealogy

Sarah Van Hoosen Jones Genealogy

1-4 Personal - Possessions


1-5 Personal - Possession


2-1 Education, University Magazines

Michigan State University Alumni Association Magazine, July 1972

3-1 Career - Book

3-2 Career- Great Lakes Informant

Copies of the *Great Lakes Informant*, a pamphlet produced by the Michigan History Division. They contain an article about Sarah Van Hoosen Jones written by Saralee R. Howard. Series 1, Number 7 of Famous Michiganians.

3-4 Career - Newspaper Articles

Newspaper articles about Sarah Van Hoosen Jones

3-5 Career - Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame

Michigan Women’s Hall of Fame information, booklet, correspondence regarding SVHJ induction.

4-1 Publishing - Chronicle

*Chronicle of the Van Hoosen Centenary Farm* reprint information. Correspondence, copyright law, printer (BookCrafters) information.

4-2 Publishing - Settler Genealogy

Three books of genealogy information of early Rochester (area), Michigan settlers, recorded by Sarah Van Hoosen Jones. The black books have her name in gold at the bottom of the front cover and also the dates 1951, 1952, and 1968.